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THE FUSARIUM BLIGHT (WILT) AND DRY ROT
OF THE POTATO
PRELIMINARY STUDIES AND FIELD EXPERIMENTS
B:v THOS. F. MANNS
INTRODUCTION

The potato crop in Ohio for the past thirty years has ranked
high among our agricultural products. The acreage throughout
this period has increased but little, if any; the average yield per
acre, however, by :five-year periods since 1894, shows a marked
though gradual increase; the average yield per acre for the :five-year
period from 1894 to 1898 was 69 bushels; from 1899 to 1903, 84
bushels, and from 1904 to 1908, 90 bushels.* The greatest production was reached in 1909, when with an area of 151,611 acres, there
were produced 14,511,973 bushels; an average of 95 bushels per acre. t
The average acreage for the 15 years noted above was 135,314 acres.
We are yet far below our possible yields.
The gradual increase in yield per acre noted above is undoubtedly attributable to many factors, chief among which are: a better
knowledge of the crop's requirements; better preparation and
tillage of the land; improved varieties; better storage; improved
machinery; localized culture; better control of the fungus and insect
enemies. In regard to these fungus and insect factors there are
few crops that require closer or more prompt attention than does
the potato crop. Only with the acquisition of recent knowledge has it
*Oltio Agr. Statistics, Rep. Ohio Det>t. Agr.
tRep. Oltio Dept. A gr. July, 1910.
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become possible to control these pests properly; this is particularly
true of the fungus diseases. Among these are included the scab/
the early blight, the late blight, the bacterial blight, the rosette
(Rhizoctonz'a), the black-leg, and the Fusarium dry rot and blight.
The Fusarium blight has only been recognized as a field trouble in
this state since 1909. The object of this bulletin is to present
to the potato growers of Ohio a preliminary statement of the
nature of this disease, together with methods which may be used
in its control.
THE RECOGNITION OF THE FUSARIUM DISEASE AS A FIELD
TROUBLE AT WOOSTER

The season of 1909 was ideal in Wayne county for a large potato
yield. During the early part of July the Department of Horticulture ai the Station reported a sick condition of the potatoes in
one of the unfertilized plots of the wheat-clover-potato (3-crop or
potato fertilizer) rotation. Examination of the area, followed by
artificial culture work upon the sick plants, showed the trouble to be
caused by the Fusarium fungus of potato dry rot. All the plots, 34
in number, of the potato section showed an abnormal yellowish
coloring of the foliage, which symptom was followed soon after by a
very premature dying of the tops. Shortly after digging the crop
on this area Mr. W. A. Orton, Plant Pathologist of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, on a visit here, 'vent over tl,e plots in company
with Prof. A. D. Selby and the writer. He recognized the trouble as
being similar to that in San Joaquin county, California2 , where the
disease had become a persistent and seriouc; soil trouble. Being
very familiar with the symptoms of internally infected potatoes, he
readily pointed out that nearly all the tubers grown upon this field
'"ere carrying the disease. The destructive nature of the infection
became more apparent when a comparison of the yields from these
St~tion plots was made with the average for Wayne county for the
same season. The Station plots averaged 69 bushels per acre and
the county averaged 186 bushels. The preceding four-year average
for the Station was 180 bushels, while that for the county was 101
bushels. Associated with this; Fusarium blight at the Station in
1909 was a large number of the white grubs. This insect compli<:ation, because of injuries, certainly greatly favored the fungus
in gaining entrance into the plants and tubers.
1These diseases are described and methods for their control are 8'iven in B11Uetins 199 and
214 of this Station; these bulletlM will be sent free upon request
ICir. Bur. Pl. Ind , U.S. D. A., 23; 1909.
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Ftg. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig.4,

PLATE I.
Tubers showing advanced stageli of the "dry rot" due to the fungus Fu,sarium oxysporum.
In
Fhrs. 1, 2, and 3 the rotting is taking place at the stem end, which is evidence indicating the funeus
causing the rot, entered the tuber through the tuber·bearine stem at the time when the potatoes were
in the iTDUnd. Fig. 4 shows the rot at the side of the potato, indicating that the fun~ru; of the disease
entered through a bruise or other injury.
Infested soil and diseased seed are means of infecting the potato crop.
Ill us. reduced 1-6: Material from L. P. Scott, Kinsman, Trumbull county. Ohio. Variety, Pres.
Roosevelt. Photo~rraphed 6-4-10.
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CONDITIONS THROUGHOUT OHIO

Following the investigations at this Station an effort was made to
learn to what extent these conditions prevailed throughout the State.
Accordingly, trips were made into the potato districts by Prof. A. D.
Selby, the Botanist, Mr. J. H. Gourley, the Assistant Horticulturalist, and the writer, at that time Assistant Botanist. The first of
these trips was made by the writer through several of the more
important potato counties of the State, viz.: Northern Wayne,
Medina, Summit, Portage, and Trumbull. The disease was observed
in all the :fields examined, varying from an infection of less than one
percent to that of a premature dying similar to the conditions at the
Station. Specimens of sick plants and tubers were brought into the
laboratory and artificial cultures showed them co be infected
with a Fusarium similar to that which causes dry-rot of potato.
Indeed the tubers obtained from sick plants from several of the
fields were, at the time of gathering, far along with the dry-rot
disease.
Later trips made by t11e writer into the northwestern counties
and by Prof. Selby and Mr. Gourley into the eastern, southern and
southwestern parts of the State showed the conditions to be quite
general, but varying in each locality from a light infection to a
severe or premature dying.
AN OUTBREAK OF A SIMILAR DISEASE IN EUROPE

In Europe since 1905 the journals of plant pathology have been
filled with many articles on a potato disease which is there designated by the Germans, "blattrollkrankheit", that is, "leaf-roll
disease". The symptoms given are quite identical with those of
the disease which prevails throughout Ohio. However, in Europe
the plant disease specialists are somewhat at variance as to the
specific cause of the disease. Appe1, 3 a most able student of
potato diseases, is inclined to ascribe the cause to a parasitic fungus.
Sorauer/ on the other hand, thinks the trouble is physiological,
being brought about by certain enzymatic discrepancies. Kornauth
and Reitmar5 in a recent publication have reviewed some 46 European articles on this disease in which the writers are widely at
variance in their conclusions. Kornauth and Reitroar made microscopic and cultural studies upon some 56 spec:mens of infected
material sent to them from different parts of Europe, with the
result that the microscopic examinations showed all to contain a
Fusarium, while the artificial cultures brought out a Fusarium
from 60.7 percent of the specimens.
0., Zeitschr. f, Pflannmkrank. 17:30.7;1907.
<l)eutsche landw. Presse 1908.
~Komauth, K. Reitmar, 0 , Zeitschrift f d Landwirtscha!tliche Versncbswesen in Oesterreich

8 Appel,

97-125; 1909.
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A number of the European investigators have demonstrated
that the seed potato is a means of spreading the disease, and many
recognize the trouble as a more or less persistent soil infection.
Meteorological conditions receive a great deal of emphasis as factors
in bringing about the disease which prevails in Europe.
HISTORY OF THE FUSARIUM DISEASE OF POTATOES AS A
STORAGE ROT AND AS A FIELD TROUBLE

The dry rot of potatoes has long been known as a storage
trouble. At intervals since 1824 there has been found associated
with this rot by different investigators a fungus of the genus Fusarium, which has been variously designated. One of the earliest
investigators to record the presence of a Fusarium with the dry-rot
of potato, according to Smith and Swingle6 , was Schlechtendal in
1824; he named the fungus Fusarmm oxysponmz. Smith and
Swingle were the first workers to settle definitely the relationship
of the Fusarium to the cause of potato dry-rot and stem blight. On
account of priority in the use of the name they have adopted
Schlechtendal's designation of the Fusarium, viz., Fusarium oxyspomm Schlecht. The writer will use this scientific terming of the
fungus, though he is quite aware that Fusarium solanz' is being
extensively used.
The history of the disease as a field trouble is of comparatively
recent record. Stewart, 7 of New York state in 1896 described a
field trouble of the potato under the heading: "Another Stem-Blight of
Potatoes". His careful description of the symptoms shows that he
well recognized the disease as quite distinct from other potato
troubles with which he was familiar. He failed, however, to work
out the specific cause. After carrying out some carefully planned
experiments upon land which previously had not grown potatoes for
at least ten years, using "badly diseased tubers", which he planted
adjacent to healthy seed, the former producing a yield at the rate of
266 bushels per acre, while the latter averaged at the rate of 305
bushels, Stewart concluded that, "the results of this experiment
furnished strong evidence that the disease is not communicable,
which is equivalent to saying that it is not caused by any vegetable
organism."
In noting the growth of the plants from the diseased seed,
Stewart writes: "Nearly every piece of 'seed' produced a plant,
but many of them were slow in coming up. They appeared weak,
were of diverse sizes and up to the time of blossoming, were considerably smaller than plants from healthy seed planted at the same
time."
asmlth, Erwin F., and Swinlrle, Deane B , But. Bur. Pl. Ind., U • S. D. A. 511; 1904.
'Sterwart, F. c. Rpta. N. Y. AliT· Exp. Sta. 16: 1896; 11; 1897.
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"It was late in J.uly before any of the plants showed symptoms
of the disease, and-{IA: the close of the season only a few had had even
a mild attack. When the potatoes were dug just a few showed the
characteristic blackening of the fibro-vascular bundles at the stem
end."
Stewart's careful observations and work cannot be passed oyer
lightly. A duplication of his work with badly diseased seed upon
soil free from the disease will give quite similar results. It is upon
badly infested soils that the disease works such havoc.

J:

.

.
.

•

' ..
Fi£.1

Fi&r. 3

Fi~r .

5

Fhr. 6

PLATE ll
Showing sections across the stem end of tubers from plants which had prematurely died through
infection with Fusarium oxy:Sporum.
The brown, circular spotting shows the presence of the
parasitic fungus. All of thes·e tubers, except the one in Fig. 6, are carrying the disease.
By cutting away the stem end to a depth of 1-2 to 3-4 inch, and following this with the formaldehyde treatment, such tubers IIJ.3Y be used to produce a disease free crop, providing they are planted on
non-infested soil.
Illustration natural -size. Material from G. W. Leonard, Tallmadge, Summit county. Photo&rraphed 6-2.l-1J9 .

Since Smith and Swingle's work, Orton8 has studied the disease
as a field trouble in-1908 in San Joaquin county, California, wher~
the soils have become so badly infected with the disease as to cripple
the potato crop seriously. Again in 19109 Orton calls attention
to the "wide-spread and destructive" nature of this disease in the
United States.
During the past season the Department of Botany of this Station
has sent out two press bulletins10 upon this disease; in the first,
calling attention to the nature of this disease as a seed infection,
and in the second, noting the field symptoms of the disease.
•Orton W. A. Potato Diseases in San Joaquin Co. Cal., Cir. Bur. Pl. Ind. U.S. D. A. 23: 1909.
•Orton: W. A. Scien~eN. Ser. 31(1910)No. 802, p. 751.
IOPress Buls. Nos. 311, 316; 1910 Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta .
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THE FUSARIUM DISEASE OF POTATOES; BOTH A FIELD
AND A STORAGE TROUBLE.
SYMPTOMS IN THE FIELD

The outbreak of the disease at the Station in 1909 was in no way
complicated with early or late blight, hence the symptoms of the
disease stood out very distinctly. By recalling observations of
previous years we were able to correlate certain irregular behavior of
the potato crop in the past with that of the 1909 conditions at the
Station.
On badly infected soils the disease is characterized as follows:
The stand is uneven, though few of the hills are missing The
early growth is somewhat slow. When the plants reach a height of
10 to 14 inches, there is an apparent cessation of growth. The first
indication of the disease is usually conspicuous at this time. The
preliminary symptoms are a light green color of the foliage, particularly the lower leaves; this is accompanied during the heat of the
day by a partial wilting and an inward and upward rolling of the
upper leaves.
The color gradually changes to a sickly yellow,
which slowly and evenly covers the affected vines. The wilting and
rolling of the leaves extends to all parts of the affected plants.
In the varieties with heavy dark-green foliage the wilting and
"rolling-in'' symptoms are not always accompanied by marked
changes in the leaf coloration.
As the disease progresses the field takes on a mottled yellow to
light green color. The growth of the foliage is greatly restricted.
The wilting becomes more pronounced; there is associated much
tip-burn owing to the failure of the leaflets to fully recover at night
from the severe wilt of the mid-day. The lower leaves of the
affected plants are first to die; (See Plate IV, plant at the
right) they fall into a vertical position along side the stem, hanging
by only a small part of the bark below. The upper leaves usually
do not drop, but droop over upon wilting. Occasional hills will show
only one or two vines afflicted. Plants which early succumb to the
disease pull up easily, manifesting a badly rotted condition of the
root. As a rule, the blighted stems do not fall, but remain quite
erect except for the drooping top. (See Plate VII, Fig. 2.)
A careful examination of the underground parts of the afflicted
plants in their early symptoms reveals a number of pathological
conditions. When the soil is thoroughly sick many of the root hairs
and smaller secondary roots are entirely destroyed. Parts of the
main root and many of the larger secondary roots manifest, a vitreous, sickly, watery, aspect, instead of the clear white of healthy
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roots. Cross sections of the large roots and the stem at a level with
the ground or below show some or all of the vessels to be of a brown
or dull gray discoloration.
Foliowing the marked yellowing of the nelds a premature ripening or dying of the plants sets in. The life of the crop is shortened
fully three to six weeks. The tubers are undersized and the yield
is materially reduced.
The subtle and persistent nature of the disease is such as to
mislead even the plant pathologist. The progress of the disease is
greater in certain areas than in other.;;, due probably to several different factors, such as previous infection being uneven, irregular
drainage, different soil conditions, etc.
THE DISEASE A ROOT INFECTION

The disease makes 1ts attack by way of the root system.
Nearly all such root infecting parasites are more or less persistent
soil organisms. We have in this J;"'usarium of potato blight no
exception to this rule.
The growth of foliage put out by plants is determined wholly
by the extent of the root system. When the roothairs and smaller
secondary roots are destroyed by a fungus disease the plant adjusts
itself to these conditions by a ce.,sation of the foliage growth, and
attempts to recover itself by putting out an additional root growth.
However, with this particular fungus, it is not restricted to an
attack of the root hairs or secondary roots, but it readily penetrates
the main root, killing the cambium and blocking up the water conducting vessels. (See Plate VI and description.) Artificial culture
work upon the roots of sick plants showed them to be abundantly infected with the parasitic fungus. The root hairs and secondary roots
were badly destroyed. It is this crippling and destruction of the root
system that brings about the rapid premature dying of the crop.
The stems above the ground show little or no indication of the fungus
until the plant has nearly succumbed to the disease. Later, however,
the fungus may produce a copious growth of spore& (macroconidz'a)
for a considerable dtstance up the wilted stem.
The infection of the new crop takes place directly following the
dying of the root system. The fungus penetrates the tuber-bearing stems and follows these into the tuber. After a short penetra_
tion of the new potato the work of the fungus takes place much
more slowly. Usually at digging time the depth of penetration
seldom reaches deeper than one-fourth to one-half inch. In some of
the more susceptible varieties, 9owever, the stem end may be rotted
to a depth of one inch or more.
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PLATE Ill

Showinst how the presence of the Fusarium fungus, which causes premature dyinE' in the
field and dry-rot in storage, maybe demonstrated in pieces from the stem-end of infected tubers.
by means of artificial cultures in the laboratory.
Small sections of the brown area from the stem end of infected tubers (See such tubers as
Figs. 2, 3 or 4 of Plate II ) will, when placed upon an artificial medium, bring out in three or
four days the fungus (mold) which is responsible for the disease.
Fig. 1, Shows the pieces of tubers just after being placed in a culture dish.
Fig, 2. Shows the growth of the fungus trom the pieces of potatoes ei~~:ht days after being
placed in the dish. Seven pieces of the tubers are showin2' the white Fusarium fungus. anti
one p:eceat top of the plate is showing an associated funeus (a Vermicularia sp . seep. 315).
The laboratory culture method is a sure way of demonstrating the presence of the fungus.
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THE DISEASE AN INTERNAL INFECTION OF THE TUBER

With this internal infection of the new crop we have come to
one of the most important facts regarding the disease. The depth
of infection varies from that of a very shallow, light yellowing of
the vessels at the stem end, so inconspicuous as to be entirely passed
over by the layman, to that of a pronounced blackening of the.
vessels to a depth of one-half inch, or indeed later it may extend
clear through the tuber. (See Plates II, VIII, IX and X.) When
the infection is vet·y light the presence of the para~itic fungus can
be determined only by micro~copic examination, or preferably by
means of artificial cultures (See Plates II and III, showing shallow
infection, and the determination of very light infection by cultures.)
This internal infection may be very marked and yet in no way
impair the superficial appearance of the tubers, nor even the keeping qualities when the potatoes are placed in proper :;torage. (See
Plates IX and X showing potatoes that had passed through
winter storage.) Indeed, it is this inactive or dormant internal
infection during :;torage which is the means of bringing about the
widespread di::.tribution of the disease. Under improper storage
much of this infection becomes so active as to cau:;e a high percentage of dry-rot, an extreme condition in which the potatoes are of no
value for food or seed. The importance to the grower of being able to
recognize this intE>mal infection cannot be over-emphasized. With
the seed lies the only possible opportunity of controlling the dbsemination of the disease. The appearance of this infection in the
tubers varies slightly in different varieties. As a rule the ring of
vessels becomes deeply blackened wherever the fungus penetrates.
(See Plate IX, the three tubers above.) Sometimes, however,
the fungus is not confined strictly to the vessels, but may penetrate
at random throughout the flesh of the tuber. This peppered
appearance was noted in several of the early varieties and was identified as the same disease by means of artificial cultures. (See Plate
IX, the four tubers below.)
A CAUSE OF DRY-ROT IN STORAGE

Since the recognition of the Fusarium as a cause of a blight in
the field, and of an internal infection of the tubers, pathologist:;; have
lost no time in learning of the progress of this internal infection in
storage. As a dry-rot the disease makes its greatest head \Vay
under high temperatures in the presence of considerable moisture.
For these reasons the storage of potatoes in warm cellars under
dwellings is a practice certainly not to be recommended. The
writer carried out experiments on the progress of the disease with.
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several different varieties under various conditions, viz., high temperature (60° to 80° Fah., laboratory conditions) and very dry;
these same conditions with moisture; also under cool temperatures,
45° to 55° Fah., and very d'l:y; and the same temperatures with
moisture. Also under storage conditions varying from 36° to 40°
Fah. The disease at these lower temperatures apparently made
little, if any, progress. However, at 45° to 55° Fah., the disease
developed gradually and caused much rot, especially where placed
with moisture.
Moisture favors bacterial and fungus association, finally culminating in much wet and soft rots. High
temperature is the chief factor in favoring the Fusarium of dry-rot.
There is sufficient moif:.ture within the tuber to meet the demands
of the fungus, and its work at temperatures between 60° and soc
Fah. is very rapid. (See Plate I.) Rot usually takes place first at
the stem end, indicating that it is a continuance of the infection in
the :field. (See Plate I, Figs. 1, 2 and 3.)
However, occasionally
through insect injury, bruise, or contact of a rotting tuber, infection
may take place and the rot develop at other points (See Plate I.
Fig. 4.)
THE POSSIBLE LOSSES IN STORAGE

The greatest losses in &torage from this disease take place in
cellars under dwellings, or in outbuildings where a low temperature cannot be maintained. That this loss throughout the state is
no small item is evident. The writer has done very little in gathering exact data upon these losses. Several cases in which the losses
from this disease were of an extreme nature have come under his
observation. In Portage county, in1909, the crop from an infested
field, the potatoes of which were so badly infected internally that
the writer advised the grower to sell rather than place in cellar
storage, came through with heavy loss. The grower informed us
in the s.pring of 1910 that "out of every 100 bushels we got 15 to 20
bushels <.>f rot, mostly dry rot."
In J:')08 out of 10 bushels the writer placed in his cellar for
winter use, over one busl;).el had to be thrown out from dry-rot.
The conditions for storage in thi:S case were not favorable, as there
was on1y a board partition between the furnace and the storage
room.
The work of the dry-rot in improper storage causes an excess
of moisture, due to the drying up of the rotting tubers. This
excess moisture <::audition, together with the added facility with
which bacteria and decay fung-i may enter the already infected
tubers, brings about much complication in the form of soft or wet
rots, for which the Fusarium disease is primarily responsible.
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Under the average cellar storage conditions it is quite safe to estimate the loss from dry-rot and its complications at from one to five
percent.

PLATE IV
Showine, in the ~lant.,at the rtght, the char3.::~::!:-is~i.c yellowing and wilting nature of the Fusarium
jisease on an artificially infec ~ed vlant of the Carman No.3 var~ety.
Varieties having medium dark
green foliage usually show yellowini of the lower- leaves as the first symptom of the Fusarium
infection. However, those varieties with heavy dark green foliage usually show a less marked
yeilowing of the leaves, bUt the inward and upward rolling symptoms on the leaves are even mot'e
marked than on the lig-hter colored varietieS".
The plant at the left is not infected. Note the darker colored foliage. Inoculated 1-4-10. Photo
e-raphed 3-7-10.
-

DIRECT LOSSES FROM USING INFECTED SEED

The amount of loss occasioned by using infected seed can only
be determined . hy growing such seed upon soils free from the
disease, and along side of which is plantetl seed of the same source
and variety which is not carrying the disease. During the season
of 1910 the writer carried out, with the assistance of others, experiments of this kind upon nine different vari£>ties, which differed
greatly in the amount and the depth of the infection they carried.
(See Plates IX and X.) Inallthese experiments the difference between
the yields from the infected seed and seed of the same source and
variety free from the disease was not as great as one might expect.
Depending directly upon the amount and the depth of the infection
in the sick seed, the yields from the healthy seed showed gains of
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from less than one percent up to 42 percent. (See Plates IX, X and
XI.) The important question, however, that one should put to himself is not how much-am I saving in this crop by not planting sick
seed, but what willl.t mean for the future of the potato crop to
infect my fields with this persistent soil parasite? Both questions
are worth considering, but the latter is by far the more important.
In dealing with pernicious soil organisms, they should be considered
far more subtle and disastrous than are noxious weeds. The latter
may be eradicated by labor and perseverance, while the former
often require us to drop from our rotations one of our most profit.
able crops. Such is the history of flax in the north-western states,
and of cabbage in certain parts of our own state. It often requires
10 to 15 years of special cropping hefore such a disease is eliminated
from the soil.

.-~ATE

V

::lhow1ng the effects of the Fusarium disease on the potato stand, The row at the left was uvt
;nfected. The row at the riiht was infected by placin.r thin slices of dry-rot inf~cted tubers beside
healthy seed. The stand was much reduced and very much slower in coming. In this experiment
the potatoes were planted late, June 25, 1910, and the intervening drouth was a factor favorin~r thework of the disease. The Fusarium disease is a factor in brio gin&' about a reduced stand.

THE LOSSES FROM SICK SOIL CONDITIONS

It is the contention of the writer that in this Fusarium blight
we have the most persistent and destructive disease factor with
which the Ohio potato grower has to contend. Its subtle work in
the past, though greatly reducing our yields, has been entirely over-
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looked. The disease is of such a nature that it works great havoc
with the root system of the plant several weeks before any definite
above-grounu symptoms are manifest. It is this crippling of the
root system that brings about such premature dying, when the
slighte!':>t adverse conditions set in.
The writer had an excellent opportunity during the past season
(1910) to study the season's growth upon two fields of potatoes, one
in which the soil was generally infected, and in another in which
only a little more than three percent of the vine!:> showed symptoms
of the disease. The badly infected field was part of a three-year
rotation of wheat, clover and potatoe::., being used for a fertilizer
test, and hence was variously fertilized, one-third of the area
receiving no application whatever. The non-infected field had
grown crops of wheat continuously, during the five previous year::.;
-manure was used to some extent, but no commercial fertilizers.
The potato crop was also not fertihzed in 1910. 'l'he strength of
soil, the previous cropping, the stand and other factors would ::.eem
io favor the three-year rotation. The vanety used in both instances
was Carman. When the severe midsummer drouth set in, the
potatoes on the infected land apparently ceased to grow; they
assumed a mottled, ::.ickly yellow color and in three to four week&
later showed premature dying, and all the evidence of maturing.
On the other hand, the potatoes on the non-mfected ::.oil held their
color and general appearance well during the drouth, except the
few vines which were infected, and upon the appearance of the fall
rains, matured a medium crop. r.rhe potatoes on the infected field
yielded 90 bushels per acre, while those on the uninfected land
reached a yield of 125.6 bushels.
As previously noted (p. 300) the above mentioned three-year
rotation in 1909 averaged only 69 bushels, while the average for
Wayne county was 186 bu::.hels.
Observations made by the writer in the northern and n.ortheastern parts of the state showed conditions quite identical with
these.
It would appear from this information that potato growers not
only must look well to the condition of their seed, but if their soils
are already badly infested with the Fusarium disease, they must
keep the potato crop off, and work the disease from the soil by the
use of grain, hay and other crops; tomatoes must be excepted, as it
seems quite probable they are attacked by the same fungus. Just
how long the disease will persist under othet cropping than potato
is not known. It is safe to say that five to six years will at least
be required.
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A STUDY OF THE SEED POTA TO CONDITIONS IN 1909 AND 1910
SEED FROM DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE STATE

Considerable effort was made to learn how much of the seed
throughout the state was infected with the Fusarium fungus, and
the percent and depth of infection in each sample. With this object
in view many samples were examined by cutting sections with the
knife from the stem end of the tubers. This method was substantiated throughout by artificial culture work.

PLATE VI
Showin~r

the actual s ize of the tubers produced by the artificially infected plant i n Plate IV. The
work of the fun~rus destroys the roots and shortens the life of the plant, thereby causin.r a crop of
undersized Immature tubers, which have a tendency to peel or shed the skin.
Note the lesion (di~ased part) pointed out by the arrow, and also the roots destroyed at the points
marked X.

The seed potatoes throughout Ohio are infected to a much
greater extent than· would have been supposed. This indicates
that much of our potato land is already carrying the fungus to a
greater or less amount, and as a result our yields are probably
being reduced considerably.
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Where the infection is marked as plainly as that indicated in
Plates II, VIII, IX and X, the diagnosis by knife sections and eye
inspection may be relied upon. There are, however, many cases
where the infection is so shallow and the coloring of the vessels at
the stem end so slight as to make the diagnosis by knife sections
doubtful; in such cases accurate determination of the presence of
the fungus can be made only by artificial cultures or microscopic
examinations (See Plate III).
In table I is given a summary of the examinations made of
potato tubers and plants in 1909 and 1910.
TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF EXAMINATIONS MADE FOR FUSARIUM ON SEED POTATOES
AND PLANTS IN 1909 AND 1910

County

I

Variety

Material

Amount of Fusarium Infection
and Hemarks

- 1 - - 1 - - - - Di.;;ea.;;e bad in vicinity
Plants
Ashtabula. Andover
5h.>rp,burg
Early Ohio
Tubers
Athens
1 ~8 pt:r~rnt, bhaNow ~? d~~P inff"C.\ion.
Sharpsburg
Athens ..
Tubers
Early Ohio
~0
.,
,,
... "
•"
Athens ... ~harpsbunr
Tubers
EarlY Ohio
40 percent, infection not deep.
Auglai7e. Nmv Knoxville
Tubers
All Fusarium blighted.
Plants
Coshocton co-hocton
Badly Fu;arium infected.
Cuyahoga .. Cleveland
Tubers
50 percent, infected Ys in. or more.
Ene .•....
Tubers
Berlin H'ts
Billion Dollar
11
"
"
" .. .. ..
Erie .•..... Berlin H'ts
Tubers
NatiOnals
10
..
..
.. " .. ..
Erie....
Ber.in H't~
Tubers
Noxal!•
5 '-'
.•
. •..•• ,.
Erie .•....
Berlin H'ts
Green Mt
Tuber"
8
U
U
11
U
II
,.
Erie..•.
Tuberb
Eerlm H'ts
Sir Walters
22 percent; infection shallow.
Franklin. Columbus
Seneca Beauty Tuber~
Some infected.
Franklin .. Galloway
Tubers
Ohio Jr.
Badly infected.
Franklin
Gallo"ay
Gold Coin
Tube"
66 percent; infection not deep.
Hamilton
Cmp Dennison
Tuber~
53 percent; infection not deep.
Holmes
Mt. Eaton
Tubers
All plants ~ent in were infected, writer
Huron ... New London
Plants
says 25 percent of crop infected.
Rl percent; infectiOn ;;hallow.
Norwalk
Huron . .
Tubers
Mixed
50 percent; deeply infected.
Huron •... Norwalk
Early Variety Tubers
100 percent; infection >hallow.
Huron •... Norwalk
Early Fortune Tuber.
Some Fu~arium infection.
Lalte •...
Painesville
Tubers
Two infected "ith Fu~arium.
Logan . . We~t Liberty
3 Plant•
Two"·~
u
Logan ... . West Liberty
4 Plants
Three "
H
"
Logan ... . West Liberty
5 Plant•
One
'"
"
..
Lorain ... . Grafton
2 Plant•
Two
Fusarium
blighted.
Medina .. . Seville
3 Plant•
Two Fusarium blighted.
Medina ..
Brunowick
3 Plants
Lodi
l'lants
Fusarium blig-hted:premature dJ•lng bad
Medina ..
Medina ... Medina
Fusarium blighted; much dying.
Pres. Roosevelt Plant•
Medina •.. Medina
1 percent, premature dying.
Field
Medina.
Medina
Fusarium blighted· premature dying-bad
Field
M'ntgomry Dayton
Both dead from Fusarium.
2 Plants
M'ntgomry Engle'i'ood
All Fusarium wilted.
Plants
Morrow .. . Marengo
Tubers
18 percent; deeper than% in.
Ottawa ... . Port Clinton
100 percent; some infected deep.
Tubers
Tubers
Portage ... Mantua
ffl percent, about J.:! in. deep.
Portage•.. Garrettsville Carman
Being- ship'd
7 percent, J.:! inch or le••·
Pprtage •.. Garrettsville Irish Cobbler
Field
Fusarium blight bad.
Field
Portage... Garrettsville
3 percent prematurely dying.
Portage ..•. Freedom
Million Dollar
Field and
Considerable premature dying. PotaTubers
toes 40 to bO percent infected.
Sandu,lry. Fremont
7 Plants
Four Fusarium blighted.
Sandusky. Clyde
Field
Carman
Fusarium blight bad.
Seneca
Tiffin
Plants
Fusarium blig-hted.
Seneca..... Tiffin
Gold Coh~
Tubers
14 percent infected J.i inch or more.
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TABLE !-Continued
A SUMMARY OF EXAMINATIONS MADE FOR FUSARIUM ON SEED POTATOES
AND PLANTS IN 1909 AND 1910

County

Seneca ...
Seneca •...
Seneca •...
Seneca ...
St«rk····
Shelby •...
Summit ••..
S\lmmlt ••.
Summit ...
Trumb\11!.
Trumbull ..
Trumbull ..
Trumbull.
Trumbull.
Trumbull ..
Trumbull.
Wayne .. .
Wayne .. .

Town

Tiffin
T1ffin

'.r iffin

T1ffin
Louisville
Svdney
Tallmadge
Tallmadge
Tallmadge
K1nsman
Warren
No. Bri•tol
No. Bristol
No. Bn~tol
No. Brbtol
Kin~man

Wayne .. .
Wayne ..

Smithville
West Salem
Smithville
Wooster

Wayne ...

Wooster

Wayne .. . Wooster
Wayne.... Woo~ter
Wayne .... Wooster
Wayne
Wayne
Wayne
Wayn"

.. .
....
.. .
....

Wooster
Wooster
Woo&ter
Wooster

Variety

Material

Sir Walters

Tubers
Tubers
Tubers
Lilly White
Tubers
Tubers*
Tubers
Sever'l varieties Field

~.;i~r;~~o~

Carman
Sir Walters
In;.h Cobbler

Tubers
Tubers
Plants
Fields
Harris Snowball Tubers
R1r W, Raleigh
Tubers
Green Mountain Tubers
Pan Amencan T\lbe•s
Pre•. Roosevelt Tubers
Gold Coin
Plants
Plants
Gold Coin
Field
Pres. Roos~velt Tuber&
j Ca1·man, o. A.
1 E. S. sick field T\lbers
J Carman, 0. A.
1 E. S. sic!< field Tuber~
Carznan
Tubers
Green Mountain Tubers
Whiton's White
Mammoth
Tubers
'".rubers
Irish Cobbler
Tubers
Tubers

Amount of Fu•arium Infection
and Remarks

10 percent infected y,i inch or more.
76 percent shallow infection.
100 percent shallow infection.
100 percent shallow infection.
Badly infected "'ith dry-rot.
100 percent infected about .li in deep.
Badly Fusa1 ium blighted, vrem. dying
5 to 10 percent, dry-rotted at stem
end at time of digging.
2 percent dry-rotted at stem end.
Some infection.
Much premature dying from Fu&arium
1~~ perfl'nt infe<;J:ion sha))ow.
87
h
'-'
H

100
H
'-'
u
52 percent deeper than % in. (See Pl. X,
All infected \\ith Fusarium.
50 percent infected.
4 percent infected.
22 percent infected, shallow to deep.

92 percent internally infected.
62 percent by artificial culture-..

60 percent; seed u..ed in 3 yr. rot.(Seep.30C:
Some infected y,i to J-2 in. deep.
Many "
" " " '' .H
Badly infected at stem end.
100 percent; infection shallow.
100 percent; infection ~hallow

*From storage

From the examinations given in Table I it is quite plain that
the disease is generally distributed throughout the state. The
heavier losses come from planting the potato crop on soils previously
infested, that is, upon areas which may be designated as "potatosick. (See Plate XI.)
CULTURE WORK AND ARTIFICIAL INOCULATIONS

No difficulty is experienced in taking the parasitic organisms
·from the infected tubers and plants. Pieces Of the infected potato,
if properly surface-sterilized, will, when placed in culture dishes on
any of the common nutrient media, bring out the fungus readily in
two or three days. The preliminary growth is white and cottony.
It is common to find associated with the Fusarium, and likewise
penetrating the tuber sometimes to a depth of one-fourth to OP~-hal£
inch, a fungus of the genus Vermicularia. (See Plate HI and
description). In po~atoes which, by means of artificial cultures,
showed a Fusarium oxysporum infection of 62.8 percent, the V ermicularia was present to an extent of 10.3 percent; this latter
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infection coming as a rule only from pieces of tubers which also
gave a Fusarium growth. The relation of this Vermicularia to the
Fusarium blight disease has not been fully established, though a
considerable amount of inoculation work has been carried out with
and without its association. When used alone it brings about no
disease symptoms. If it assists any in bringing about the disease,
its work is that of a semi-parasite which follows the openings made
by the Fusarium. It is alrnost invariably present on the under
ground stems and roots of sick plants in the field, and upon tubers
which are carrying internally the Fusarium fungus, showing plainly
by means of the hand lens at the point of the stem connection. The
writer has many times taken it from internal parts of the roots and
underground stems of potato plants which were showing only the
first symptoms of the Fusarium blight.
To determine whether the Fusarium found in the blackened
vascular ring is identical with the Fusarium of dry-rot, and also
whether each of these causes stem blight, the writer separated the
organisms from the two sources, carried them through artificial
cultun:s, and also carried out artificial infection experiments. The
cultural characteristics were apparently identical. In the infection
work both of the orga:1isms were wilt producing, bringing about
symptoms quite typical with that ofthe Fusarium blight in the field.
(See Plate IV, potato at the right.)
Artificial infections were brought about in a number of ways.
Slight injuries of the roots or knife incisions in the presence of the
organism brought about the most rapid infections. The organism
is, however, productive of infection in the absence of anv root disturbance or stem injury, as was shown by a number of experiments.
WORK WITH SICK SOIL IN THE GREENHOUSE

In order to demonstrate whether the disease is an active and persistent soil parasite or not, a quantity of the infected soil from the dis·
eased area of Plot 22 of the three-year rotation-the field which did so
poody in 1909-was brought into the greenhouse. (Seep. 300 and
also Plate II.) A number of experiment were carded out with this
infected soil, the most important of which was the following:
In a bench 4ft. by 16 ft. containing eight inches of thoroughly
sterilized soil* there were planted potatoes of three different varieties, which were clipped free from the Fusarium infection and
then treated in formaldehyde. This treatment gave assurance that
*The sterilizing process consisted of two thorough drenchings with a formaldehyde solution made
of one pound of formaldehyde in 30 gallons of water, and used at the rate of one gallon per squa:.O foot.
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the seed was not carrying infection. The varieties used were Carman No.3, Irish Cobbler and Whiton's White Mammoth. In order
to infect certain rows without greatly modifying the fertility factor,
a small quantity of the sick soil was mixed thoroughly in each hill
to be infected In the infected bills the disease came on slowly, but
very conspicuously. The marked yellowing of the infected plants
contrasted very' strongly against the dark green of the non-infected
plants. The disease came on much more definitely under the
sick soil infection than it did where pure artificial cultures were
used without incisions or root injury. The great difference
between sick soil infection, and that from pure cultures or even
internal seed infection, is that in the use of sick soil the roots are
attacked at practically every point, while with pure cultures, or
seed internally infected, the fungus attacks only in close proximity
to the main root, while most of the secondary roots and the root
h1.irs remain healthy. The writer is inclined to believe that this
organism is slower to penetrate through the soil than are certain
others of the genus .Fusarium with which he bas worked, for
example, the Fusarium of flax wilt, and the Fusarium of cabbage
wilt. On the other hand, it is readily distributed by tht' cultivation
during the season.
FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE PROGRESS AND
DISSEMINATION OF THE DISEASE
METEROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

As previously noted, p. 302, in Europe much has been said in
regard to the influence of drouth, excessive moisture and '1igh
temperatures upon the progress of the disease. Fr<'::n ob&erva1 ,ons
made, it seems quite apparent that drouth hastens the yellow\ng
symptoms of the disease. The writer, however, is quite undecided
as to the influence this factor has upon the activity of the funi!'US
causing the disease. In the history of the disease at the Station,
the severest attack occurred during the most favorable season we
have had in a long time, viz., in 1909. The temperature and rainfall
that season were very equitable, as is shown by Table II, p. 319.
The average yield also for Wayne county in 1909 shows that the
season was conducive to an excellent potato crop. The average
yield for J909 was 186 bushels, which was 85 bushels higher than the
average for the four preceding years. The three-year rotation at
the Station in 1909 averaged only 69 bushels, which was 110 bushels
below the average yield for the four preceding years. From his
observations the writer is of the opinion that as far as reducing the
yield is concerned, the fungus will average in sick fields as great a
percentage in reduction under favorable conditions as under drouth.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
PLATE VII
Fii!.l· Showing a potato rotting in the soil from the Fusarium disease
Instead of being in this
instance a "dry-rot''. it was a typical case of '"wet rot "
Whenever potatoes are placed in a warm, damo stora~re they go to pieces quickly from this disease; the
fun~rus often showing on the surface as patches of a white, moldy growth.
In damp storae-e, bacteria early
become associated with the Fusarium disease, causing wet, soft rots. Storae-e cellars should be keot cool,
dry, and well drained. Burying (pitting) in the field is more satisfactory than most cellar storage for
seed tmrposes. Material from M. E. Yonker, Mantua, Portage county, Ohio.
Fil!, 2. Showing premature dying in the field on an area which has become infested with the
Fusarium disease. (See Pl. XIII). lt is impossible to grow a max1mum crop on infected soils. The
rotation should be lengthened so that the potato crop will not come oftener than once in four to ab:
vears. See p, 320
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It is very apparent that the disease does penetrate much deeper
when potatoes mature under drouth conditions, than when the
growing season is prolonged. This is probably due to the much
higher temperature of the ground, under whrch condition the disease
likewise make~ greater headway on potatoes m storage. It is quite
probable that the somewhat droughty period in the latter part of
1908 gave us a higher percentage of seed infection, together with a
deeper infection than that of an average season. We may expect
this to be the case again from the early matured potatoes of 1910,
which farled to Cdtch the early fall rains. Inspection of the seed is
certainly advisable.
TABLE II
MEAN AVERAGE TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL AT WOOSTER FOR THE
GROWING SEASONS OF 1908, 1909 AND 1910

1908

Month

1910

1909

---Mean Temp

Ram fall

Mean Temp

Ram! all

MeanTLmp

Ralnfalt

June

681

3 17

69 3

6 44

64 3

2 57

July

72 4

344

696

4 05

72 b

112

Augu;,t

69 0

3 17

70 4

5 21

70 9

95

September

664

73

622

1 73

65 3

2 59

EARLY VERSUS LATE PLANTING

Much difference of opinion prevails in the potato districts as to
the time of planting to obtain the greatest yields. Some prefer to
plant medium early, others to plant late, in hopes of stnking the fall
rains. The writer cares to discuss only the po~::>sibility of obtaining
a somewhat better &eed stock from properly matured late grown
potatoes, than from the average or early matttred crop. In Bulletin
218 of this Station, Mr. Gourley reports some experiments conducted in 1909 by the Department of Horticulture upon the value of
"Late Grown versus Common Potato Seed," in which the yield from
the former was 33.7 percent greater than the latter. As far as the
Fusarium disease may be related to this, it is quite evident that
potatoes maturing under the cool conditions of fall weather will not
be as deeply infected as will those tubers maturing under the higher
temperatures of late sum;ner. Also the later matured tubers will
go into storage in better conditicn than will the early matured.
STORAGE CONDITIONS FOR SEED PURPOSE

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the 7alue of proper
storage. Not alone should this emphasis be placed because proper
storage controls the Fusarium of dry-rot and other diseases, but
because the vitahty of the seed is such an important factor in potato
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production that it should never be overlooked. There is, in the
opinion of the writer, no other single factor so important to the
potato industry. In this connection attention is called again to
Bulletin 218 of this Station in which Mr. Ballou points out the
advantages and disadvantages of each particular kind of storage.
The reader is referred to this bulletin. From the observations of
the writer, it is obvious that pit storage gives excellent re5ults
when properly carried out. It is available to all who have not other
proper storage facilities. Mr. Ballou has carefully described the
outdoor pit method of storage in the above mentioned bulletin. The
writer can do no better than to quote him: "Potatoes may also be
buried in out-door pits and kept in fine condition until planting time.
A well drained location should be chosen for the pit -one from
which the surhce water will readily run away. The tubers are
piled in conical, pyramidal or long, sharp-ridged heaps, and covered
over with six or eight inches of clean straw. Over the 5traw is
covered about f>ix inches of soil. Straw is also spread on the ground
in a circle a little distance back from the base of the pit; this is to
prevent the ground thus covered from freezing, so that more soil
may be readily available when desired. As soon as the first covering of the soil over the pit has become solidly frozen a second
covering of straw .is added, and over the straw another six inches of
soil. The second stratum of soil is then allowed to freeze solid,
after which a layer of bundles of corn stover or a heavy covering of
straw is placed around or over the pit, to ~hade and maintain the
low degree of temperature prevailing within. Potatoes wintered in
this way come out clean, plump, fresh aad unsprouted at planting
time."
Storage temperatures, when kept below 42 degrees Fahrenheit,
will bring potatoes through in excellent condition, and at the same
time prevent the Fusarium infection from making much progress.
THE LENGTH OF ROTATIONS

There is much evidence to indicate that many growers are
practicing potato rotations of too short a duration. Most of such
growers have attempted to maintain a three-year rotation of wheat,
clover, potatoes.
The potato and dairy section of the State is well adapted to
this practice. However, this disease factor has been giving trouble.
It is quite common to find growers who, upon raising a profitable
crop of potatoes on an especially well :fitted area will run the risk of
taking a second crop the next season from the same land. This is
certainly poor practice as far as the disease factors are concerned.
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PLATE Vl!I
Showing how differently the disease works on tubers of the same variety. In the tubers at the
left the disease be£ins its work as a dry rot, while in those at the ri!irht the funeus follows the vessels.
Tubers, infested as are those on the left, may have the disease cut away. which, when followed by
seed treatment (formaldehyde method, seeP 332), would give seed free from disease. However, this
would not be possible with the tubers on the ri~rht, as they carry the disease in all parts.
Variety, President Roosevelt from L. P. Scott, Kinsman, Ohio.
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Scab, rosette, black-leg, the bacterial blight, and the Fusarium wilt
may all carry over .iP: the soil, and such successive planting of potatoes on the same ar~;I. insures more sickness in the seed with each
successive crop. Where sufficient care is not given the seed to
eliminate the Fusarium fungus, the three year rotation is certainly
too short. It will be far more advisable to practice a four-year, or
even a five-year rotation, if crops suitable for maintaining fertility
and profit can be used. The three-year rotation, wheat-cloverpotatoes, at the Station has, during the past two seasons, sustained
such heavy losses from the Fusarium blight as to cause those having
the management to seriously contemplate dropping the potatoes
from the rotation for five years.

Fig. 2
PLATE IX
The variety in Fi~r. 1 is President Roosevelt from Portae:e county.
When the disease penetrates
deeply into the tubers of this variety, it seems to be confined closely to the rine: which contains the
water and food conductin~rvessels (see tuber at left in Fig 1.) The variety in Fie:. 2 is Early Ohio from
Athens county. The dis~aSe in this variety is more or less veppered thrOU£"hout the tuber.

CARE OF REFUSE AND INFECTED MATERIAL

Emphasis need hardly be placed upon the fact that partially
rotted tubers and refuse from storage ought not to be thrown on
the manure pile, as this will be a most certain and rapid method of
infecting the fields. The better way to dispose of such material is
to place it in a pit or on a dump pile from which no distribution will
take place.
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FIELD EXPERIMENTS IN ITS CONTROL
EFFECTS OF THE DISEASE ON THE STAND

Preliminary experiments in the greenhouse, in which the
infected parts of the potatoes (stem ends) were cut away, following
which seed treatment was given, indicated that it was possible to
use lightly infected seed in this manner after treatment without any
danger of the seed carrying the d1sease.
Believing this method
could be made of practical value, a number of field experiments
were outlined. Nine dtfferent varieties, varying greatly 10 the
percent and depth of infection with the Fusarium disease, were
used in these experiments. The varieties differed greatly a.:; to
their seed value on account of storage cond1tions. In Table III is
given a summary of the condition of the seed used.
TABLE III
SHOWING THE VARIETIES, SOURCE, CONDITION AND FUSARIUM INFECTION
OF THE POTATOES USED IN FIELD EXPERIMENTS IN 1910

Var1ety

SourLe

Cond1t1on for Seed

Mtlbon Dollar

Pottage Co

Very poor, cellar storage, much
dry rot
Fair, cellar storage
Fatr, cellar o;;torage
Poor cellar storage, Wireworm
eaten
Good, unsprouted, plump very
deeply mfected
Fatr, sprouted, shrunken
Fa1r, sprouted, shrunken
Good, plump, little sprouted
Good, plump, little sprouted

Gold Com
S1r Walters
Sir Walters
Pres Rovsevel t
Early Ohio
Irtsh Cobbler
NatiOnals
Noxall

Seneca Co
Seneca Co
Trumbull
County
Trumbull
County
Athens Co
Athens Co
Erie Co
Er~e Co

Percent
Infected
w1thFus

Depth of Fu sar1um
InfectiOn

70 to 90 (?)

Ys to one mch
Ys tnch
Ys mch
Ys to % m or more

14

10
40 to 60 (?)
52 to 95

76
f'O
11

10

52 '1> deeper than M
mch
Shallow
Shallow
Ys me h or more
Ys mch or more

Several of the more deeply infected of these varieties were
used a number of times in small plot work to determine the influence of depth of infection upon yield and upon stand. The variety
Pres. Roosevelt, illustrated in Plate X, was used in one of these
tests as follows: In a comparison of cseed in which the infection was
cut away with seed in which the infection penetrated from oneeighth to one inch, and also with seed in which the infection penetrated more than one inch, a considerable d1fference was to be
noted both in the stand and the yield. A row of 20 hills with each
kind of seed was planted. Two half tubers were placed in each
hill-all the seed was treated with formaldehyde. Each of the
plots was sprayed with Bordeaux mixture. The summary is given
in Table IV.
In the above experiments we have only the one varying factor,
viz., the amount or depth of Fusarium infection; it is quite plain
that seed, badly infected internally though apparently very sound
and plump, will lower the yield considera~ly.
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TABLE IV
SHOWING EFFECT OF DEPTH OF INFECTION UPON STAND AND YIELD
VARIETY PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

Ro\1

!

Treatment

Il.ffect on stand

Y1eld based
on 90 of rov.. 1

---------------------1---------1-llnfectmn 'ut .t\\ay, sL>ed tr<.ated
2

3

I Infectefi

1 1.

to 1

Infected one

JllLh

lllLh 01

deep,

~et-d treated

mort. st.t.d treated

Stand

H .. f.\

good, plants up very

C\t.tl

St1.nd \Lf:\ good, c;lJghtly un
even
Stand faJr qUite unt.ven

100
h6 6
il 2

Another e;<,.periment showed platnly the effect of d:c:;eased
material in retarding the growth and in producing an u.neven stand.
Two rows of 18 hills each were planted with treated seed from
which the infection had been removed. Three different varieties
were used, vi.<., National'l, Irish Cobbler and Early Ohio; six hills
(two half tubers to the hill) were planted with each variety in each
row, care being taken to use one-half of each tuber in each of the
rows. One of the rows was infected by using a thin slice of dryrotted tuber~, which was placed directly beside the seed. This
manner of infection proved very severe. (See Plate IV, lower
illustration; the infected row is at the right.) The plants were very
much slower in coming in the infected row, and the stand was very
irregular; the yield was reduced 46.6 percent below the non-infected
row. All the variehe" suffered about equally from the Fu&arium
infection.
RESULTS FROM FIELD EXPERIMENTS

One requisite in conducting experimentl> in the field wa:;, to
secure areas for plot work which were not already diseased.
In
this we were quite succes&ful. The field on which the experiments were conducted at Wooster had not grown potatoes for at
least 17 years, and quite probably previous to that time had never
had potatoes on it. The field at Mantua was a timothy sod, and had
not raised potatoes for at lea&t 6 or 7 years. At Kinsman the field
had been used in potatoes three years previous to 1910. According
to the knowledge of the owner the field at Tiffin had never been in
potatoes. In the treatment of the potatoes at Kinsman an error was
made in letting the potatoes stand six hours in the formaldehyde
solution, instead of two; as a result of this oversight the stand in
Plot 2 was reduced nearly SO percent. On account of this error no
comparison could be made in the yields. The overtreated plot,
however, gave some valuable data in regard to the amount of Fu&arium infected vines it contained as compared with the other plots.
The writer is indebted to Mr. Arzberger, Assistant Botanist, for
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taking the data at harvest time on the pwts at Kinsman. He noted
that the over-treated plot (See Table V, p. 327 work at Kinsman,
plot 2) showed orilyA to 5 percent of the vines infected with the Fusarium blight; wh~reas, the other p1ots showed from 20 to 70 percent.
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PLATE X
Showing type of seed used iJ;l, experiments at Wooster, 0., during the season of 1910. This seed
was infected one inch cr more in depth from the stem end; the half tubers were used in planting just
as photographed (seep. 327 for data on yields and also Plate XI and description of same.) In regard to the
1909 yield-Mr. L. P. Scott says: "While our potatoes in 1909 were of good s~ze and appearance the
yield was small, only about 70-·bushels per acre of two varieties, the Roosevelt and Prince Henry.' '

In the work at Wooster the variety Pres .. Roosevelt afforded an
excellent opportunity to study the Fusarium disease, as the seed
was deeply infected, though very plump. (See Plate X.) The
surface treatment of the infP-cted seed left only the one factor at
work in the plot, viz., the internal Fusarium infection. Hence, in
Plot 3 of the variety Pres. Roosevelt (Table V) the Fusarium symptoms showed up distinc'tly on 71.1 percent of the vines, six weeks
before maturity, while the non-infected plot showed only 4.7 percent
of the vines infected. The amount of Fusarium infection which the
seed used in these experiments was carq ing is given in Table III,
p. 323. In Table Vis given a summary of the yields from all the
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plots in the field work, together with the gains or losses in percent
resulting from clipping away the infected parts of the tubers and
the~ ~reating wi~~ formaldehyde. In this summary (Table V) the
vanehes are arranged according to the amount of internal Fusarium
infection they were carrying, the heaviest infected being placed
:first.

Fusarium infected seed
T&'ellted-:vield 80 lbs.

!" u:sanum infected s~ ...
Treated-yield 220 I b,.

Fusarium infected seed
Not treated-Vield 84 lbs.
Fig· I

r usartum infected seed
Not treated-Yield 199 lbs.
Fig. 2

Infection cut away
Treated-yield U9.S lbs.

Infection cut away
Tf'ellted-Yield 240 lbs.

PLATE XI
Showine yields from the different treatments l[iven potatoes in the control of Fusarium infected
seed. The variety President Roosevelt shown in Fi~r. 1 waa £rown from seed infected as shown in
Plate. X. In the plot planted with seed in which the disease was clipped . away and the seed then
treated with a solution of formaldehyde the yield was increased 42.2 percent.
In the variety Noxalls, as shown in Fie· 2 the plot planted with seed in which the infected parts
were cut away previous to treatment the yield was increased 20.6 percent over the untreated plot. This
latter variety was not so badly.infected as the variety President Roosevelt. Seed patatoes should be
inspected, the diseased parts cut away and the seed treated (seep. 332.) The plots at the left were
planted with treated seed·in which the diseased parts were not cut away. In yield they were about
equal to the untreated plots.
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The increased yields brought about by cutting away the infection and treating the seed varied just about in proportion to the
.amount and severity of the Fusarium infection. Four of the experiments gave the following gains, 42.26 percent, 20.61 percent, 15.14
percent, and 2.95 percent respectively. One experiment gave a loss
of 5.19 percent. Considerable irregularity is to be noted in several
of the experiments, as is exhibited in the summary, Table V.
TABLE V
SUMMARY OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS IN 1910 SHOWING YIELDS AND
RESULTS OF TREATMENTS

Variety, President Roosevelt, Wooster, Wayne county
Plot
No.

Trt.~atnu.mt

--

------~--

Size
of
Plot

---

Yield in lbs
Marketable

Small

1!9 5
84.
80

Not
taken
out

Average
Bu. per
Acr"

Percent of
Increase by
Treatment

49.99
35.14
33.46

+42.26

Acre
1
2
3

Infection cut a\\a;·, treated.
Infection not cut ""ay, not treated.
Infection not cutaway, treated

1-25
1-25
1-25

Variety, Million Dollar. Mantua. Portage county

-;--~-Infection not cut away, treated.
2
3

IniPction cut away, treated.
Infection notcut away, not treated.

1-10

1-10
1 1-10

1471.1
575.
490.

65.
56.

58.

80.~3

105.16
91.33

+15.14

Variety, Sir Walter Raleigh, Kh:.sman, Trumbull county

1

2

3
4

Infection not cut a way, not treated.
Infection cut awa y. seed treated.*
Infection cut awa y, seed not treated.
Infection cut awa y, seed treated.

1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12

320.
181.5

11.
3.
22.
9.

288.
269.

66.12
36.84
61.92
55.56

(?)*

Variety, Noxals, Wooster, Wayne county.

1

2
3

Infection cut aw.~y, treated.
1-25
240.
Infection not'cut away. not treated.
l-25
199.
1 1-25 1 220.
Infection not cut away, treated.

I

Not
taken
out

100.40
A3 24
90.20

+20.61

Variety, Gold Coin, Tiffin, Seneca county
1
2
3
4

Infection tot cut away, not treated.
Infection cut away, not treated.
Infection cut away, treated.
Infection not cut away, treated·

---'------·
5

6

1-30

1-30
1-30

1-30

62.5
78.

71.

77.

63.5

66.5
48.5

49.

6'3.00
72 24

69.73

-5.19

110.73
114.00

+2.95

63.00

Variety, Sir Walter Raleigh, Tiffin, Seneca county

Infection not cut away, not treated.
Infection cut away, treated.

11-30 1176.51
1-30
164.

45.
64.

*Error in treatment-Seed stood in solution 6 hours instead of 2. Stand injured about 50 percent.

Trea~ment

alone, without cutting away the infection, as a rule gave
no better results than the untreated, showing that tbe chief factor
in reducing the yield was the Fusarium infection which was
internal in the seed, and the treatment C.id not reach it.
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In examining the tubers from each of the plots, it was quite
evident that, where· infected and untreated seed was used, the
amount of internal'-tilfection was much higher. In the variety President Roosevelt, in Plot 2, "16 percent of the tubers showed internal
infection, and near}y one percent was partially or completely dryrotted in the field. In this same variety, Plot 1, planted with seed
from which the infection was cut away, and the seed then treated,
gave less than one percent carrying internal infection. The dryrotting at the stem end was not noted in other varieties, except a
very slight amount in the Sir Walter Raleighs at Kinsman.

PLATE XII
Showing the results of spraying at Mantua in 1909, when no early or late blight was active. The
only active factor in reducing the yields was the Fusarium bli£"ht. The heavier sprayed plots. v iz.
those sprayed with the 6-6-SO Bordeaux, stood up over two weeks longer than the unsprayed. The
plot at the right (4-rows) sprayed with the 6- 6-50 Bordeaux avera~red 22.8 bushels m ore per acre than
the unsprayed beside it (see Table VI, p. 329) .

. EFFECTS OF SPRAYS ON FOLIAGE

The Fusari1,1m disease being a soil trouble, and infecting the
plant through the root system, it was not expected that spraying
the foliage would yield any results. During the season of 1909 the
Department of Botany conducted potato spraying experiments in
cooperation with Mr. M. E. Yonker at Mantua, Portage County.
Fortunately, for the study of this disease, the only active factor at
work in 1909 in reducing the yields on the area plotted for spraying
wa3 the work of the Fusarium blight, which was very prevalent.
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Evidently the soil was somewhat infested. The symptoms of the
disease were conspicuous throughout most of his fields. In some
spots the disease was furthered by the activity of the white grubs.
However, the grubs interfered little or none with the area on which
the spraying tests were carried out.
For some reason the sprayed plots, especially the heavier
sprayed plots, viz., those sprayed with 6-6-SO Bordeaux, showed
much less premature dying than did the unsprayed plots. (See
Plate XII.) It is difficult to explain this. The difference was not
due to the activity of early or late blight, nor to flea beetles, though
some few were present; the white grubs were not a factor. The
growth in all sprayed plots continued from one to three weeks longer
than that in the unsprayed. Many of the plants in the heavier
sprayed plots continued their growth fully th..-ee weeks longer than
did those in the unsprayed plots. Whether the action of the spray is
that of a stimulant to the plants or whether it partly controls the
Fusarium fungus cannot be said. The fact, however, stands out
that the growth in the sprayed plots continued from one to three
weeks longer than in the unsprayed, and the yield was thereby
i.ncreased on an average of 11.36 bushels per acre. Further work is
·required upon these points.
TABLE VI
SHOWING YIELDS OF POTATOES IN THE 1909 SPRAYING TEST AT
M. E. YONKER'S, FARM MANTUA, OHIO

I

Plot
No.

How
Sprayed

1

Un~~:'!-;.;.ed

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9
10
11
12

13

H
15

16

,.,.5()•
6-6-50

Unsprayed

i

2-4-6-50
4-4-50

un~~6:~rd

2-4-6-5()
Unsprayed
4-4-50
6M6-50

u~-~~ed

44-50
Unsprayed

I row
No. of
m

Variety

-----1.

Average Yield in bus.
Rows
Y1eld in lbs.
on Acre Ba3is
dug &
~ weighed Mrktbl Small Unsprayed • Sprayed
---1-~-1-~-

Mil)ion Do}!ar
"

"
4 row~ Mil. D.
1 row Gold Com
3 rows Sir Wal.
~!r W'}jter Ri>,!.
"
"

.. .. ;:

"
''
"
::

''
''
"
::

"
''
"
::

..
::

"
::

..
::

8
8
8
8
4
4

1

4

4
4

2M D
12 S.W.R. 1137.

I

22

~

~

4
4
4

2
2
2

4

2

4
4

22

~

969.
1210.
1221.

~

598.
535.
542.
005.
564.

507.5
520.5

538

570.

531.
582.
516.

51
50
45

153.0

69

180.9

55
31
40

174 6

53
45

38
25

32

43
40
40

38

163.6

183.9
166.2

189.()
189.9
195.9
169 8

197.4
182.7
163.6
171.0

171.3
186.6

Average yield per acre unsprayed........ ... . .. .. ... . •..••. · ...
. ............ 17C.36
AveraiZ"e yield per acre sprayed........... ...........
.. .•. ······
..... 181.72
Average gain per acre from spraYing ............. · .. .. · .. · • .. .. .. .. .. · . .. . . . .. 11.36
*These spray mixtures are givelt In the Spray Calendar, Bull. 199, of this Station.

In Table VI is given the data for the spraying work at Mantua,
Portage Co. The only point of interest in these 1909 spraying
results at Mantua is the influence of the sprays in slightly retarding
the work of the Fusarium blight.
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The writer is satisfied that spraying heavily four times during
the season does somewhat retard the activity of the Fusarium
fungus. Just bow the results are brought about cannot be satisfactorily explained.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF THE DISEASE
CAREFULLY INSPECT THE SEED

The first requisite is to know the disease. The later stages of
the disease, viz., dry-rot, is easily recognized. The potato grower
should become so familiar with the internal symptoms as to recognize the disease at a glance. By carefully cutting knife sections
across the stem end of the tubers the infected potatoes will show up
similarly to those in Plates II, VIII, IX and X. Determination of
the depth and percentage of infection should be made at the time of
digging. Should the grower fail to make inspection previous to
placing the crop into storage and later finds a large percent infected,
it will be wise to give the storage conditions particular attention.
WHAT TO DO WITH SICK SEED

It will certainly not be advisable to place badly infected seed 1n

cellar storage. A much safer plan would be to select out the
amount required for table use and sell the remainder for early consumption. If the crop is so little infected that the diseased parts
of the tubers may be cut away, then it may be advisable to select
out the amount necessary for seed and place this in a more favorable storage; if no better method is available, the out-door pit
storage, when properly carried out (see p. 320), will answer very
well.
It is a pretty sure indication that the crop has ripened prematurely, when the potatoes are carrying a high percent of infection,
though the fungus may not penetrate very deep; it is also true that
such seed will not have the vitality or keeping qualities of seed that
has properly matured.
Potatoes which are so badly marked internally as to be unfit
for table use may be fed to the hogs, or other stock when properly
handled. The fungus will in no way injure the animals. Manure
produced in feeding badly infected raw tubers should be spread on
permanent pastures or applied so as not to carry the disease to
areas which will be used for potatoes.
MAINTAIN A SEED PLOT

Disease has become such a factor in all farm crops that it is
high time that more attention should be given to the production of a
better grade of seed. This can be done only by giving more attention to the ar~a and seed which go to produce the crop for the
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following season's ~se. To this end a seed plot should be selected
each year on an ar..ea that the grower is well satisfied carries no
potato troubles and large enough to supply in an average season
fully double the amount of seed required. This will give an opportunity to do hill selection at the time of digging, thus keeping the
seed up to a high yielding basis and of uniform quality.

PLATE XIII
Showine a small area (2x3: rods) of soil so infested with the Fusarium disease of potatoes that no
plants matured whaiever. Just how lone this disease may continue in soil once infected has not been
determined. In soils rich.. in humus the evidence points to the disease continuinar for several years
without the intervention <>f the potato crop.
The field from which this P.hoto11raph was tal<en was so sick with the Fusarium blil!'ht, aided by
.rrub worms, that less than· 39 percent of a tourteen-year averaee crop was realized. From wheatclover-potato rotation, s. E. farm, ·Wooster,· Ohio, 1909.

Indifference to seed is probably costing the grower more than
any other factor in potato growing. This seed plot, to begin with,
should be planted with the best seed obtainable, free from internal
diseases, and tr~ated externally with formaldehyde just previous to
planting. Care should be taken throughout the season that implements used on sick fields are properly cleaned before being used on
the seed plot. Spraying should be practiced to prevent foliage
troubles. Late blight·, should it strike the field in the absence of
proper spraying, will infect internally much of the seed and cause
a storage rot.
The seed plot should be dug by hand or plowed up in order that
the product from each hill may be kept together to permit of hill
selection. But little time need be consumed in making this
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selection, as one picker can gather 30 to 40 percent of the hills for
seed purposes while the other gathers the remainder. The wagon
box may be divided to accommodate the two divisions. Immediately
upon drying the potatoes selected for seed should be placed in the
best available storage.
TREATMENT PREVIOUS TO PLANTING

Previous to seed treatment, the tubers should be inspected and
if the seed is carrying a shallow infection, this should be cut away.
This can be done without injuring in the least the potatoes for seed
purposes.
There are two satisfactory methods of treating seed potatoes.
The older method is carried out by placing the seed in a solution
made by using one pound of formaldehyde ( 40 percent grade) in 30
gallons of water. The seed remains in this solution one ond one-half
to two hours. It is then removed and allowed to dry. A longer
treatment than two hours will injure the seed. A treatment of
one-half hour is sufficient when the seed is not carrying scab or the
fungus of the rosette disease.
The easier treatment, also the most rapid, is the formaldehyde
gas method. It requires a room that may be made reasonably
tight by blocking cracks and knot boles. This method is given in
the Ohio Station Bulletins 199 and 214, from which the writer
will quote the formula and operations.
FOIU>fALDEHYDE GAS

Commercial 40 percent formaldehyde . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ... ... . .. .. 3 pounds
Potassium permanganate .................................................... 23 ounces
Sulficient for 1000 cu. ft. of space occupied by crates or trays.

"Enclose open tiers or piles of slat crates filled with dry ohions,
potatoes, etc., in tight room or oiled tent or canvas buried in the
earth about the base. Generate the formaldehyde gas in a flat
bottomed dish or pan of adequate capacity by placing one of the
materials, as the liquid formaldehyde, in the pan, and adding the
other the last thing before retiring. Then close tight and allow to
remain closed 24 to 48 hours.
"Proportionate or multiple unit amounts may be taken for
smaller or larger enclosed spaces. Applicable to fumigation of seed
potatoes for scab, sweet potatoes for rot troubles and to newly
gathered, dry onions before storing for winter.':
·
WHAT TO DO WITH SICK FIELDS

The grower should become familiar with the field symptoms as
herein described. The behavior of the crop during the growing
aeason should be carefully noted.
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Where soils have become badly infested with the Fusarium
fungus, it is cerfl!,irily advisable to drop the growing of potatoes
from the sick areaffor at least five or six years. (See p. 320.) In
the meantime, grain or grass crops will undoubtedly be the most
favorable means to work out the disease. Smith and Swingle5
carried out a series of experiments to learn what effect certain fertilizers would have upon the disease; they found no beneficial results
so far as controlling the disease was concerned. There is little to
be expected in the way of a soil remedy.

PLATE XIV
Illustration showin~r th~· "internal blotch" of potato, a disease which may be confused with tilt.
Internal markin11,'Sof the Fusarium infection. The cause of this newly observed trouble is not known
It is characterized by irre~rular rusty blotches throu~rhout the fiesh and may be due to excessive
variations in the £TOWing season, such as lon~r drou~rhts, followine- which (avorable weather brinE'S
about an exceedin~rlY rapid tuber fdrmation. One sample showed fully IS to 20 percent of the tubers
havin~r the disease.

POTATO TROUBLES IN OHIO WITH WHICH THE FUSARIUM
DISEASE MAY BE CONFUSED
INTERNAL BLOTCH

This internal trouble of the potato, with which the writer has
done microscopic; and culture work, may be confused by the layman
with the internal markings of tubers by the Fusarium fungus. It is
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characterized by rusty blotches, irregularly distributed throughout
the flesh.
(Sei(. Plate XIV.)
No external symptoms are in
evidence; the trouble is to be observed only by cutting into
the tuber. During the past two seasons this trouble bas been met
with occasionally while making examinations for the Fusarium
infection. The cause of the disease is not known.
Microscopic
ex 1 m inations and artificial culture work failed to reveal any organ
ism. For the present it must be classed among the physiological
troubles, and is presumably due to irregularities in the growing
season. This year (1910), in late potatoes which had made a rapid
growth following the extreme drouth of the summer, one of the
buyers reported that in one lot between 15 and 20 percent were
infected with this disease.

PLATE XV

Showine the work pf what is probably the bacterial trouble of the potato, known as ''black-le~r,"
disease which by the laY:·m an may easily be confused with the Fusarium bli2'ht. It is characterized by
a much more rapid wilt than that of the Fusarium disease. and eenerally the root of the attacked
plant just below the surface of the ~rround becomes so badly rotted (and blackened ) that the plant
usually falls. The collat>se from this disease takes olace in such a short time that the plant fails to take
on the yellowine symotoms so indicative of the Fusarium blieht.

A. S. Horne11 reports having worked with the disease in
England, which he designates, "internal disease and sprain." His
microscopic examinations did not reveal a specific organism. He
carried out some experiments to learn whether infested seed would
llHorne, A. S .

T~e

Journal of Agr. Science, III Part 3: 322-332; 1910.
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transmit the disease. His results could hardly be considered
positive. It seems quite probable that the trouble i~ partly inherited
by certain strains, and closely associated with irregularities in the
growing season.
BLACK LEG

The symptoms of this disease in the field may be misunderstood
for that of the Fusarium blight. This is a bacterial disease which
rots the base of the stem and root causing a blackened lesion, from
which the popular name is derived. The rapid decay of the shank
causes a wilt. The disease progresses much more raptdly than does
the Fusarium blight, and it is not accompanied with the marked
yellowing symptoms which characterizes the latter. What appears
to have been this trouble was met with at Kinsman, Trumbull
county, the past season (See Plate XV).
Nearly full grown
plants would rapidly wilt and the stem below the ground would rot
so badly as to allow the plant to fall. (See Ohio Station Bulletin 214.)
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SUMMARY•

1. The dry-rot fungu'3 (Fusaritem oxysporum. Schlecht) of
potato proves to be a field trouble common in Ohio, which causes
a blight and wilt of the crop.
2. It produces a sick soil condition in potato districts.
3. The field symptoms are characterized by a cessation of
growth, a yellowing of the foliage, with an upward and inward
rolling of the upper leaves, accompanied by wilt during the heat of
the day.
4. The sick soil conditions may reduce the yield to 50 percent
CJr more of an average crop.
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5. The causal fungus is carried within the tubers.
6. The internal infection is characterized by brown or blackened areas usually in the vascular ring; occasionally it specks the
flesh in other areas.
7. Internally infected tubers are the chief means of distributing the disease.
8. The presence of the disease in the tubers may be made
known by cutting knife sections from the stem end.
9. The infection may be removed from slightly infected seed
by clipping away the stem end and following by external treatment
with formaldehyde.
10. No attempt should be made to use deeply infected seed as
the infection cannot be cut away.
11. Slightly infected seed will not materially reduce the yield
the first season. It is a means, however, of infecting the soil, which
may later result in sick fields.
12. Spraying will not control the disease.
13. Proper storage prevents the progress of the disease as a
dry-rot.
14. Careful inspection of the seed should be made before placing it in storage. Cellar storage under dwellings should be avoided
when seed is infected. Proper pit storage will give better results.
15. A seed plot on non-infected soil planted with carefully
selected healthy seed will offer a means of getting a sound seed
supply.
16. Sick fields should not be planted in potatoes again for at least
five or six years, and even longer time may be required to work the
parasitic fungus from the soil. Grass and grain crop will undoubtedly eliminate the fungus from the soil quicker than will manuring
and cultivated crops.
17. Longer than a three-year potato rotation should be
practiced.
18. Storage litter and si.ck seed should not be allowed to reach
the manure pile, as this will be a sure method of distributing the
disease and infecting the fields.
19. The disease demands further study. The Department of
Botany invites cooperation with potato growers. Examination of
seed potatoes and plants will be made and the results reported.
This Department, in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, has the franking privilege
on diseased plant material; the franks will be sent to those having
diseased material to be forwarded.
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